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that one must "address" the eye as one would a golf ball. He
strove to obtain the co-opeiation of his patient, saying that he was
to consider himself, not the victim of a mutilating operation but the
first assistant in a very delicate piece of craftsmanship. His results
were almost invariably perfect.

In cases of glaucoma his work with the Bishop Harman
scotometer and Schidtz tonometer, was a revelation to those
unaccuistomed to their. repeated use.
He was for many years dissatisfied with the results of operative

treatment for this disease and tried many techniques to obtain
permanent drainage. At nearly the end of his life he was able to
obtain an eye from a patient who had died an hour or two previously
and prove that the drainage channels which he had -produced by
operation many years ago, had become lined by endothelium and so
remained permanently open.

Sir Richard was always thoughtful for and helpful to his juniors
and was ready to spend time and tireless patience in teaching them
his own meticulous care in operative technique and persuading them
to repeat these details themselves, in practice.
On the Committee of Management, he was a valued friend to the

Medical Staff. While ready to champion any cause, he believed to
be just, he had a clear idea of what could or could not be done.
The excellent relations that maintained between the two Committees
for many years were largely due to his tact and judgment.
He derived great pleasure from an outdoor life and regarded it as

necessary to keep absolutely fit, if he was to do his best 'Work as a
surgeon. He was an excellent shot, fine cricketer, good golfer and
rode well to hounds on his horse "War Gratuity." With him he
won many hunt point-to-points.

During the twenty five years I worked with him, I came to rely
upon his opinion as to what it was best to do in the " difficult " case
with which one is faced from time to time, and he never failed me.

SIR WILLIAM J. COLLINS, K.C.V.O.
SIR WILLIAM JOB COLLINS died at his *home in London on
December 12, 1946, at the great age of 87 years. He was the
eldest son -of Dr. W. J. Collins, a London doctor, and the elder
brother of the late E. Treacher Collins. Both brothers were educated
at University College School and had among other contemporaries
Mr. Percy Flemming and Ernest Clarke. Sir William's academic
career was a distinguished one, both at School and at the University
of London. He went to St. Bartholofnew's Hospital for his medical
training and graduated M.D. London in 1882, M.S. in 1885 and
took the F.R.C.S.Eng. a year previously. He maintained his
interest in the' University all his life and was at times a member of
the Senate anid Vice-Chancellor.
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NOTES

Sir William Collins was ophthalmic surgeon to the Temperance
Hospital and at one time Surgeon to the Royal Eye Hospital. He
joined the Ophthalmological. Society of the United Kingdom in
1886, but never held office and,retired some years ago. His outside
interests were so many and varied that he did not often attend the
Society's meetings. In this there was a marked contrast between
the brothers, for Treacher Collins hardly ever missed a meeting and
apart from his work had few outside interests. Thus, it is not as an
ophthalmologist that Sir William will be remembered, but for his
work on the L.C.C. and as member of Parliament. How few to-day
remember that London largely owes its ambulance service to his
untiring efforts. District Nursing was another concern in which he
took great interest and the Chadwick Trust.

NOTES

Death As we go to press we learn with great regret of
the death of Sir Arnold Lawson. We hope to

publish a memoir in a later number.
* * * *

IN the New Year's Honours List we are pleased
Honours to see that the C.V.O. has been conferred on

Mr. F. A. Juler.
MR. EUGENE WOLFF has been elected an honorary member of the
Soci&t belge d'Ophtalmologie.

* * * *

Appointment
MR. J. D. MARTIN-JONES has been appointed
Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Salisburv General
Infirmary, Wilts.

* * . ~~*
The British THE third number of this journal is just as

Orthoptic Journal linteresting as its predecessors, if not more so,
and it possesses the same freshness of outlook. Those who are
inclined to scoff at "exercises" might be interested to read Miss
Sparrow's paper on the "Art of Seeing," and Miss Mayou's on
"Convergence Deficiency," while a dilemma, which was frankly
inexplicable by the authors of an article in a recent number of the
American Archives, is neatly resolved by Miss Swift and Miss
Balkwell. It concerns the apparent difference in distance of red and
green lights, which may often be noted in, say, the " Friend" test.
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